Dear Executive Board,

Please find the Farmstand Operating Policy attached for your consideration. The operating policy has not changed since 2011. In this time, Farmstand has grown substantially with a service, especially with the introduction of credit, debit, and student card sales. In acknowledgement of this, the executive structure of Farmstand needed to be changed to reflect the increased people power needed to conduct service every week.

You will notice the addition of the Education & Advocacy Coordinator who will largely be responsible for gathering and curating information related to the Farmstand and presenting it to both volunteers and customers. You will also notice that we added volunteer coordinator responsibilities for the Community Relations Coordinator.

Also to note is that we have changed the purpose to reflect the newest agreement that was established between Hospitality services and the MSU in the summer of 2015.

Best,

[Signature]

Vice President (Administration)
McMaster Students Union
vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca